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SELECTION AND- RETENTION OF CIVIL ENGINEER EMPLOYEES
GENERAL SUMMARY
Construction expenditures in the United States were about $58 o
9
billion in 1955 and $60*6 billion in 1956» Current estimates for 1957
indicate that total construction will be in excess of $64 billion, and
estimates of expenditures for the next decade show accelerated growth
in construction and a corresponding increase in the demand for the
economic resources of the nationo It is obvious that to plan, design,
construct, operate, and to maintain these facilities will require
economical and efficient use of manpower, money, materials, machinery
and equipment, and the development and utilization of new methods and
techniques in all phases of development and maintenanceo
The most serious problem to be solved is the critical shortage
of civil engineers, architects, technicians, craftsmen, and others
engaged in the construction industry* The available data show that the
number of engineers and technicians graduated in recent years is
inadequate© Furthermore, the population and enrollment trends indicate
the shortage will remain for the next decadeo
Industry and governmental agencies may relieve the shortage of
engineers by the development and use of more efficient equipment and
through new techniques and proeedureso In addition, the practice of
using technicians and ether supporting personnsl will often relieve
engineers for more important work assignmentso In meeting the challenge
of supplying and maintaining technical personnel, management must use
the most effective personnel techniques available to industry. In
addition, the construction industry must develop new techniques if
the manpower problem is to be solvedo
The selection, employment, training, and maintenance of personnel
are important phases of technical manpower administration» Job or
position classification, employee recruitment, selection and placement,
continuity of service, wage and salary schedules, training, promotion
and transfers, working hours, holidays, annual leave or vacation, and
other techniques must be fully developed as fundamental concepts of
good personnel administration,, These concepts are briefly discussedo
The study compares salaries in public agencies with those in
private industry and indicates that salaries in public agencies must
be increased if they are to compete favorably with private industry
o
Furthermore, a salary schedule for the various grades of engineers
is developedo The mathematical expression includes allowance for
experience, merit, and changes in economic trendso




The Uo So Department of Commerce in cooperation with the U„ So
Department of Labor reported total construction to be about #5&>9
billion in 1955 and #60o6 billion in 1956« The latter program in-
cluded g&4ol billion in new construction and #L6 5 billion in main-
tenance and repairso The new construction included an expenditure of
#30o7 billion for private projects and #13o4 billion for public projectso
Current estimates for 1957 indicate total construction will be in excess
of $64 billion, and predictions for the next decade show an increasing
rate of growth in construction and a corresponding demand for engineers
,
architects, technicians, craftsmen, and others engaged in the construc-
tion industry
c
The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 gave impetus to the construc-
tion programo More than $100 billion is to be expended (national) duslng
13-year highway improvement program, fiscal years 1957=69° The expanded
highway program, as determined by the needs studies and outlined in the
Federal Aid Act of 1956, will draw heavily upon the economic resources
of the nationo The Bureau of Public Roads has estimated that 49 million
tons of steel, 1,339 million barrels of cement, 128 million tons of
bituminous material, 9,710 million tons of aggregate, and large quantities
of other eonstruetion materials will be needed in the highway construction
programs
In addition, more than 5°1 million man-years (1600 man-hours per
year per worker) of on~the~site labor will be required to complete the
task ty 1969» In 1955, about 323 thousand workers were employed in
the construction and maintenance of highways; a peak of hk3 thousand
workers will be needed in 1959; and down to 302 thousand workers in 1969°
Four task forces of the American Road Builders Association reported
in 1955 that the road building industry •= contractors and suppliers of
materials, equipment, and technical know how - is able and willing to
do the jobo Some delay has been encountered in getting the program
into optimum production, but the industry reports that the job can be
accomplished on schedule. The most serious handicap appears to be
that of an inadequate supply of technical personnel to plan, design,
and construct the necessary highway improvementSo
It is reasonable to assume that Indiana will use a proportionate
share of the material and manpower resources in the development of
an adequate system of highways^ Other public works programs =• water
resources, public health, and conservation in Indiana should keep
pace with the rapidly growing econcnsy and will require an increasing
amount of the state c s resources*. These programs can be expected to
encounter problems similar to those at the national levelo
The basis of this study is not one of material resources, but one of man-
power - especially the shortage of professional and technical manpower in several
state agencies - the State Highway Department of Indiana, the Depart-
ment of Conservation, the State Board of Health, and the Flood Control
and Water Resources Commission* Each has reported an inadequate number
of engineers, that it is difficult to employ qualified engineers, and that
their retention is a problemo For example, the State Highway Department
of Indiana reported 77 new additions in highway engineering personnel
(including two returning from leave of absence) were made in 1955° The
total highway engineering personnel on December 31, 1955 was 368; the need
for an additional 172 engineers was reported at that timeo The number of
engineers employed by the same department one year later (December 31, 19§6)
was 350o This represents a net loss of IS engineers in one yearo Thus, one
may assume that 190 new engineers were needed on December 31, 1956<> This
represents a critical condition within the State Highway Department - a
department which currently has about 90 percent of all engineers employed
in the several Indiana governmental agencies under study*. This does not
necessarily mean that the other agencies do not have engineering personnel
problemso In general, it is obvious that the employment or loss of an
engineer will have a greater effect upon the productive capacity of these
agencies, on a percentage basis, than would a similar condition within
the State Highway Department..
THE SUPPLY OF ENGINEERS IS LIMITED
More than 120,000 civil engineers were reported by the Engineering
Sews Record (November 8, 1956) to have been gainfully employed in the
United States in 1956. Industry and governmental agencies are clamoring
for moroo But the source of supply is short - only 4450 bachelor
degrees in civil engineering were awarded in June, 1956, (Civil
engineers received 17«5 percent of engineering degrees, 1955 - 57),
as illustrated in Table I Engineering Bachelor Degrees o It should be
noted that an additional 600 engineers were graduated from non-aecredited
schools of engineering,, Table I also shows that about 6000 ©ivil engineers
will graduate from accredited and non=accredited schools in 1957o
Population Growth
The population of the United States increased from about 150 million
in 1950 to about 170 million by the end of 1956, representing an increase
of nearly 2 percent per year Estimates made in 1955 indicate that the
population in the U„So is expected to reach 205-228 million in 1975 and
recent estimates indicate a population of 300 million by year 2000 c
Census data further reveal that about 40<>5 million persons in the
United States were under 15 years of age in 1950 j an additional 10<>6
million were not over 19 years of age* By late 1956, about 62 million
persons were not over 19 years of age, an increase of about 1? percent
over 1950o The population in this age range is increasing about 2 5
percent per year* When this is compared with the 2 percent gain per
year for the total population, one may observe that this group is filling
our elementary and secondary schools, and will soon increase the college
enrollment
o
College Enrollment in Engineering
In 1956, approximately 3o6 million persons were estimated to have
attained their 18th birthday, and they were nearly equally divided as to
sexo Of the I08 million men of normal college entrance age, approximately
17 percent (about 306,000) were estimated to have sufficient mental
ability to complete college training in the professions - engineering,
science, law, medicine, teaching, military administration, business
and labor leadership, writing, theology, and statesmanshipo But only
iABLE 1
ENGINEERING BACHELOR DEGREES(a)
Estimates lex^Si^ 1956, 1957
Engineering
Curriculum
Number of Bachelor Degrees - By Year
1954-55 1954=55 1955=56 1955-56 1956-57
* Total » Total *
1956=57
Total
Aeronautical 650 700 800 900 1,000 1,100
Agricultural 250 300 300 350 400 400
Architectural 250 300 300 350 400 400
Ceramic 100 100 150 150 150 150
Chemical 1,950 2,200 2,450 2,800 2,950 3,300
Civil 3,550 4,400 4 9450 5,050 5,350. 6,000
Electrical 4,500 5,000 5,650 6,350 6,800 7,750
Engrgo Mechanics *» wt »# «* !W **
Engrgo Physics 2Q0 200 250 300 300 350
General 550 600 700 750 850 950
Geophysical «# 50 50 50 50 50
Geological 200 200 250 300 300 300
Industrial 1,150 1,300 1,450 1,600 1,700 2,000
Mechanical 5,250 5,850 6,600 7,500 7,800 8,900
Metallurgical 450 500 550 600 700 750
Mining 200 200 250 300 300 350
Naval Archo and Marine 50 50 50 50 50 50
Petroleum 500 550 650 700 750 850
Sanitary •»«• «* *» *-* «t •JKfr
Textile 100 100 150 150 150 150
Other 400 450 500 500 600
_
TOTAL 20a250 22 ft6Q0 25.500 28a750 30.500 14.500
* ECPD Accredited schools onlyo *» Less than 25 degreeso
(a) Prom EMC-SMG Newsletter Noo 99, November 14, 1956« The above data are
based on enrollment trends reported by the American Society for Engineering
Education,, and the Engineers Joint Council and the Scientific Manpower Commissi:
have jointly estimated the number Engineering Bachelor Degreeso Figures are
reported to the nearest S0o
about one-half of this group entered college and normal attrition will
take another one=fourth of this groupe This means that three-fourths
of the most highly qualified young men who reach college age fall to
become graduates of professional programs* Among the reasons suggested
for this failure are = lack of motivation, required military sendee,
financial difficulties, inadequate secondary school education, and im-
proper guidance^ Whatever the reason, for every male college graduate of
the professions, three potential graduates have gone astrayo
The above discussion does not consider the number of women entering
or graduating from colleges <=• the latter was about 125,000 in 1956°
Many of them are capable of acquiring a professional education | few are
advised that the professions are open to women and a lesser number enter
the engineering profession. Tradition, inadequate guidance, relegation
to technician or sub-professional and dead«=end jobs are among the factors
responsible for the small number of women in engineeringo Women con=>
stituted less than one percent (over 1900) of the employed civil engineers
in 1956,
College enrollment is expected to swing upward in the years aheado
Total enrollment in September 1956 was about 3 million and it may reach
4o6 million by 1970e> Over one-half million students are expected to be
enrolled in engineering in 1970; nearly double that of 1956 Population
growth, an increase in the proportion of persons of college age who
attend college, the increased interest in engineering, and the improvement
of our economic status are important factors contributing to the upsurge
of enrollment in engineering.-.
Engineering enrollments in colleges of the United States set a new
high in September, 1956o They jumped 13o8 percent over September, 1955
while total college enrollment increased only 8*3 percento The freshman
engineering class in 1956 totaled 77,738, an increase of 6o7 percent
over 1955° In comparison, total freshman enrollments were ud only
4<>9 percento
The enrollments in engineering for academic years 1955=56 and










Fifth Year Regulars 1,358 1,38?
Fifth Year Cooperative 1,450 1,838
Other 24,297 32,210
Total 221,443 251,121
MS Graduate Students 18,482 22,529
PhDo Graduate Students 3,163 3,402
Total 243,093 277,052
About 200,000 engineers are expected to graduate 1955=1960
j
40,000 less than needed* Les» than 15 percent will be civil engineer
* Sources EMG-SMG Newsletter Noo 102 - February 11, 1957°
The Uo So Office of Education reported the number of earned
degrees in 1955=56 to be about 10 percent short of the predicted
figure.. This is considerably below the estimate reported in Engineering
and Scientific Manpower JJowsletter, Jfamber 99, November 14, 1956o
Attrition has been high as may be observed in the table presenting
enrollments in 1955-56 and 1956=57 (See Table II
)
Only 55,76? of the
freshman enrollment (72,825) of 1955=>56 enrolled as sophomoreso The
Do So Office of Education estimates that only 57 percent of those who
enter engineering courses as freshmen complete the bachelor °s degree
in engineeringo Thus 57 percent of the 1956 freshman enrollment or
44,300 engineers will be graduated in 1960
Enrollment t Civil Engineering and All Engineering
A summary of a report giving a comparison of 1951 and 1955 enroll™






























These data indicate that undergraduate enrollment in all fields of
engineering increased 48 percent, 1951 to 1955 I graduate enrollment in-
creased 12 percent in the same periodo Undergraduate enrollment in Civil
Engineering increased 20 percent; graduate enrollment in Civil Engineering
increased 11 percento The data also show that civil engineers as a
percent of all engineers decreased from 15°4 to 12 o 5 percent, 1951 to
1955« Graduate enrollment in Civil Engineering as a percent o„' all
engineers remained nearly constant
o
A 1956 report, made by the Subcommittee of the Educational Policy
Committee, Civil Engineering Division, American Society for Engineering
Education presented the follow! \g sumairy of thsir study of enrollment
in Civil Engineerings
Engineering enrollment in the 21? Insiit .. sonfe?
engineering degress had increased for the fourth consecutive year?
13° 5$ more engineering students enrolled (at all levels) in 1955
than in 1954 compared with an increase of 1X>4$ in the total male
enrollment in all higher ed al institutionSo The increase
in engineering freshman enrollment was 11° 2$ as compared »d.th an
increase of Bo f% in total male first-time enrollment ° For the three
years before 1955 , the enrollmen':. o:* engineering freshman had in-
creased at a declining rste The increase in 1955 was larger than
that in 1954, but smaller than that in 1953 and 1952*
An increasing proportion of our undergraduate students are'
enrolled in Eleetriealj, Mechanical imd Civil engin the per-
cent being 560 7 in 1955 compared to 54<>5 in 1954 and 54«0 in 19?*-
. However, during this period Civil engineering enrollment has de-
clined from 13o356 in 1953 y to 12,3 3iS in 3954* and llo9# in 1955°
Electrical and Mechanical have each increased and in 1955, 23°3# of the
undergraduates were enrolled in Electrical and 21°4# in Ifechan.
A study of enrollment figures from 1952 to 1956 Indicates
that a larger percentage of the unclassified freshmen register in
Electrical engineering than in Civil or Mechanicalo In fact Civil
shows a decrease in enrollment between the freshman and sophomore
years, except this year in which we had a slight increase* It is
apparent, therefore, that orientation courses presented in the
freshman year are not causing many undecided students to study
Civil engineeringo
A questionnaire was sent to each of the 136 schools which
have a Civil engineering curriculum accredited by ECPD and 95
replies were received* Of the schools replying, §3 indicated a
percentage decrease in enrollment, 33 no appreciable change, and
8 a percentage increase,, Several schools reported that their en-
rollment is already as large as their staff and facilities can
i.0
the expense of quality,, Eioa&e of these schools have tightened
their admission requirements in srder not to sacrifice quality
of instruction because of large snrollms:
Some of the reasons for the decline of enrollment in Civil
engineering ares
(1) To many high school students Qivil engineering im-
plies surveying and they are not made aware of the scope as
well as the glamour and adventure associated with Civil en-
gineeringo The public i3 ignorant of tha teoortance of Civil
engineering in proTlding for their health,, safety, comfort
and convenienceo
(2.) Many high school guidance counselors believe ,
Civil engineers work either for the local, state, or fedn
government (at lower salaries) or in construction. These coun-
selors have been deluged with publicity by the aeronautical and
electronics industries concerning the high salaries and 1
glamour of supersonic flight and guided ml
Full-page advertisements in popular magazines give
impression that the only deoatd for engineers is in these
Even our own "Civil Engineerirg" carries full page ads til
"Destinations Unlimited," "Wanted! Engineers to Help Make LongRange Missile History,,"
U-, Starting salaries are lc*;er for Civil engineers; thanfor those in other branches of engineeringc Graduates ore not
anxious to sacrifice salary for security as offered by gora-rn-
mental agencieso
Although some schools view with alarm the 'decrease in CJ
enrollment, others believe it to be a blessing. In the op-
many interest in Civil engineering will increas© when star-
salamss as well as salaries ten years after graduation are attrac-tive* Evidently the demand for Oivil graduates is not sufficientlygreat as to warrant salaries comparable to those received by other
From many of the questionnaires iat the de-
crease in enrollment is not as critical as the quality of the
applicants who apply for admission to Civil engineering as cornered
tteJ^T+!! ,^J?rth?- 0fcllaptanuichM ' 0l reportednat m of the Givix applicants became candidates 'on a basis o*°2Sf factions compared to 35, 84, and 8U% for Electrical,Mechanical and Chemical respectively. Therefore we as educato-s
SS" be . more „ concerned with interesting the better students inS^i^neerXng rat?e? than ar'teaPting to find means of increasingour enrollment percentage-wiseo s
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Two entirely different views were expressed as means of
interesting the better students o One is to strengthen the curriculum
in its scientific and technical contento The belief is that tomorrow's
student will compare the Civil program to the other courses of study
and make his selection on the basis of the program which will give
him the best fundamental baseo
The other group believes that the Givil engineer should
receive more training in the humanities, government, economics
and management, rather than mors mathematics and physicso Some
of this group are of the opinion that the increased emphasis on
mathematics and science in the other branches will force a de-
cline in their enrollmentso
It is difficult to draw any conclusions which can be made
as recommendations of this committeeo Perhaps the best solution
is to let nature take its course and hope that a severe shortage
of Civil ©nginssrs will raise the status of the Civil engineering
profession and bring about an increase in salaries and therefore
increased enrollment
o
Graduate Enrollment in Civil Engineering by Ma.jor Areas of Study
A recent study conducted by the Highway Research Board classified
graduate enrollment in civil engineering by major areas of study for
the year 1956-57° Table III, Classification of Graduate Enrollment in
Civil Engineering in Purdue University and on a National Basis by Major
Areas of Study, presents a classification at the national level and at
Purdue University., Please note the heavy emphasis on hydraulics and
structures programs at the national levelo It may be observed in Table
III and Table IV, Classification of Graduate Enrollment in Civil Engin-
eering in Purdue University, that Purdue University is contributing
heavily toward the graduate program in transportation. Note also that
kO of the candidates for the Master's degree at Purdue have selected
transportation engineering, which includes engineering materials, as
their major area of study
c
Placement of Civil Engineering Graduates
The Highway Research Board recently presented the results of a
12
TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION OF GRADUATE ENROLLMENT IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING IN PURDUE UNIVERSITY
AND ON A NATIONAL BASIS
BY MAJOR AREAS OF STUDY. 1956-5?.







3o General: City Planning and Municipal
Engineering; Surveying and
Mapping; Y.'ater Power and Supply





























Total IDOoO lOOoO ICOoO 100,0
** From Highway Research Board Study<>
(a) 71 enrolled
(b) 18 enrolled
(©) 66 schools, 1381 graduate students
(d) 28 schools j, 255 graduate students
TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION OF GRADUATE ENROLLMENT IE
CIVIL ENGINEERING IN PURDUE UNIVERSITY,
BY MAJOR AREAS OF STUDY, 195&-57
Braneh of Civil Engineering Ma.io? M5„ PHD ;
Ir- Hydraulie Engineering 2
2o Sanitary Engineering 9 2
3=> Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering 3 5
&o Structural Engineering 17 k>
% Transportation Engineering and
Engineering Materials 40
18
ustudy concerned with the placement of civil engineering graduateso The
study presents national information concerning the industry or type of
employment accepted by graduates with a bachelor's degree and the type
accepted by those with a master a s degreeo Similar information is pre-
sented for graduates of Purdue Universityo
A tabular summary of the report is presented in Table V, Placement
of Civil Engineering Graduates,, National and Purdue University,, 1956 .
These data show that only about 9° 5 percent of the graduates (BSCE)
accepted initial employment with government agencies charged with the
highway function,. About the same percentage (9°3) of the students re-
ceiving a master °o degree from Purdue University accepted employment
with highway departments j while only 3<>9 percent, on a national basis 9
accepted similar employment*. The data of Table V also show that industry,
consulting engineering firms and the military siphon off relatively
large percentages of the graduates
o
Purdue University granted 1357 first degrees in civil engineering
during the H=year period, 1946-1956 inclusiveo It may be cbserved in
Table VI, Graduates in Civil Engineering (BSCE) Purdue University and
Their Initial Employment in Highway Engineering ., that only about 13 percent
of those who graduated in Civil Engineering from Purdue University during
the ll=year period accepted initial employment in highway engineering
positions* The State Highway Department of Indiana employed 80 Purdue
graduates in the 11-year period, less than half the number employed by
all highway departmentso It should be pointed out that in the years,
1949-519 many chose employment with the Ohio Department of Highways
because an extensive training program was being developed and an
- 15
TABLE V
PLACEMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING GRADUATES,
NATIONAL AND PURDUE UNIVERSITY, 1956
Industry or Type of
Employment Accepted
lo Business, retail or wholesale
2° Contractors, general and highway
3o Contractors, building
4° Consulting engineering figffls
% Education, college , teaching 9 research,
graduate study
6C Government, federal
7o Government, State Highway departments
,












14° Petroleum pipe line companies
15° Railroad companies
16° Utilities - electric* gas, water, telephone 0°9












































(e) 112 schools reporting, 2933 gradiaates
(d) 50 schools reporting, 489 graduates
(e) 4 graduates returned to foreign rasidence°
(f) f graduates returned to military assignments°




















GRADUATES IN CIVIL ENGINEERING (BSCE) PURDUE UNIVERSITY
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efficient recruitment program was followed© In addition, Ohio at that
time supplied a good salary schedule and offered the young engineer
adequate opportunity for professional developmento Since that period,
the recruitment program of Ohio has been unsuccessful at Pm-duso The
developments in the recruiting techniques of industry and other highway
departments have created a market for engineers which is highly competitivoo




Further analysis of Table 9K shows that in 1955 and 1956, about
IBok percent and 10o4 percent respectively, accepted initial employment
in various state and county highway departmentso The State Highway De-
partment of Indiana employed 19 graduates in the 2=year period, a record
not accomplished since 1950o
Some, , Basic ,, Problems
The seriousness of this problem may be observed when the percentage
of the graduating civil engineers (9o3 percent) is compared with the
percentage of civil engineers Cl?<>5 percent, about 21,000 engineers)
employed by state highway agencies
In a discussion of the availability of civil engineers, the
following points have an important bearing on the subject:
lo Population is increasing rapidlyo
2o College enrollment is increasing rapidlyo
3o About 1? percent of the population of college age is capable
of entering professional curricula^
4o About one=half of those qualified enter professional programs}
nearly one-half of those who enter do not complete the programs-
- 18
5o Engineering college enrollment is increasing, but the
percentage of students selecting civil engineering is
decreasingo
60 About 17o5 percent of all civil engineers (21,000 of 120,000)
were engaged in highway work at the state levelo Another
10 percent appear to be employed at the local level (city
and county) c But less than 10 percent of the graduates in
Civil Engineering in 1956, accepted employment in the
highway engineering fieldo
THE SUPPLY OF SUPPORTING PERSONNEL
Professor Ralph A„ Moyer in speaking before the Annual Meeting of
the Educational Division, American Road Builders Association briefly
discussed the relationship of the technician to the professional engineer:
"Provisions of 1956 Federal Highway Act, and an accelerated
multibillion dollar highway program, will require sharper distinc-
tion between the professional engineer and the engineering technician-
"A professional engineer is competent by virtue of his fundamen-
tal education and training to apply the scientific method and outlook
to the analysis and solution of engineering problemso He is able
to assume personal responsibility for the development and application
of engineering science and knowledge, notably in research, designing,
superintending, construction, manufacturing, managing and in the
education of the engineero His work is predominantly intellectual
and varied, and not of a routine mental or physical character* It
requires the exercise of original thought and Judgment and the
ability to supervise the technical and administrative work of others ->
"An engineering technician is one who can apply proven techniques
which are commonly understood by those who are expert in a branch of
engineering or those techniques prescribed by professional engineers^
He is compete^ to do routine work on the design of engineering
plants and structures; to erect engineering structures | to prepare
engineering drawings; to do routine work in estimating, inspecting,
and testing engineering materials, construction and equipment; to
use survey instruments; to operate, maintain and repair engineering
machinery and to provide routine engineering serviceso"
Mr<> Ro So Eadie, Vise President and General Manager, Eastern
Division, Dominion Bridge Company Ltdo, Montreal, Quebec in speaking
before the ASME-EIC Engineering Education Conference, University of
Western Ontario, October 1956 presented a definition of an engineering
technician as adopted b;/ the Conference of Commonwealth Engineering
Institutes as follows:
"An engineering technician is one who can apply in a res~
ponsible manner proven techniques which are commonly understood
by those who are expert in a branch of engineering or in those
techniques especially prescribed by professional engineers.. The
techniques employed demand acquired experience and knowledge of
a particular braneh of engineering combined with the ability to
work out details cf a task in the light of well-established
practice o
"
A technician may be defined in many ways, but none of the defini=
tions seems to be adequateo The technician's job is really a continuum
of jobs, each one overlapping several others o At one end of the
spectrum of jobs lies the skilled craftsman and the other is represented
by the engineering aideo In some eases it may include engineering
techniques^ There is no sharp line of demarcation between the respon-
sibility of the technician and the engineero Some like to use the terms
"how" and "why" to differentiate between the technician and the engineers
What is the ratio of technicians to engineers? The ratio varies
by soureeo Some suggest a ratio of $ to 1; others suggest 1 to 1 A
study by the Highway Research Board in 1956 shows that the ratio was
about Irk to 1 in state highway department So As more technicians are
trained, the ratio should be higher and the engineer should be relieved
of certain dutiesc
The Technical Institute as a Source of Supporting Personnel
The critical shortage of technicians during World War II emphasized
20
the need for a practical terminal=type post-high school educational pro-
grams, Although this type of educational program is not new, or a wide
spread activity, it does give a partial solution to a serious void in
our educational program and provides a limited number of graduates each
year The number of construction technology graduates is small (749 in
1955), but the potential growth is tremendous, although indeterminable
at this stage of development The growth of the technical institute
program depends upon the acceptance of the institutes as a significant
source of manpower and the acceptance of the program by the student
o
There has been a growing realization on the part of industry, government
and educators that a man, properly trained and oriented with a combina-
tion of limited engineering and scientific knowledge and manual skills
can augment greatly the output of engineering and science personnel,,
The Technical Institute program of Purdue University has been in
operation since 1943 and offers two-year terminal curricula in several
centers - Indianapolis, Hammond, Michigan City, and Fort Wayne* Several
programs of study are offered, but the program in Civil Engineering
Technology should be of most interest to those employing civil engineerso
Graduates of this program have training in technical mathematics, chemistry^
physics, surveying, inspecting, calculating, drafting, 3teel and rein=
forced concrete detailing, strength and use of building materials, and
otherso The program in Civil Engineering Technology was initiated in
1956 to meet the need for technicians in the State Highway Department
of Indiana,, De^lopmeni of this source of supporting personnel is
recommended,
Many of the students enrolled in the various technical institute
programs at Purdue and elsewhere have either a full- time or part^tine
work assignment, and pursue a part =time educational program,, Such pro-
grams provide an excellent opportunity for the cooperative work=study
approach in improving the manpower problemc
Technicians often enter civil engineering and construction by
other means s company~in-service-training programs, technical high
school education, correspondence school courses, drafting schools, or
by working their way up the ladder into 8smi~technical positions without
formal training of any sort* It must bs recognized, however, that these
sources have not produced, nor can they be expected to produce an adequate
number of iechnieianso
Industry and public agencies often train high school graduates to
become construction technician3o In addition, they endeavor to recruit
young people with a year or two of college from the thousands who fail
to complete their engineering degreeo
Temporary Employees aa a Source
Many public agencies employ colle
g
e students on a temporary basis
during the school year or during the summsr months« If these students
have some training in engineering or in the sciences they can, under
adequate and proper guidance, fulfill certain positions thereby relieving
the more skilled persons for higher=type assignments- The Michigan State
Highway Department has reported that 300 engineering students were em-
ployed on a part-time basis in 1956c Thi3 serves a double functions help
on necessary work is gained during the construction season, and the
employer has an opportunity to introduce .ilmself to a potential future
full-time employee
o
Hifth Sehool and Colle^ Teachers
Teachers are often available for- smmar w
have an engineering background, shey may serv< orting p
aonnelo The use of those with an engineering
assist in solving the engineering manpower prob
public relations tan be combined with the jobo
L__i--—— — - — -....J....- _-
Non-engireezing graduates often ain skills of valt
to the eiril engineering fieldo Those with tti ^matiss,
chemistry, physics, geology, co3t £
supporting personrisl ean prov3.de valuable assis
only limited speeia}dsed trainings, they san perform assignments
specialized areas or in related are -ulators s ex-
pediters 9 cost analysts, traffic survey personnel :
The High £ hool as a Souree
An extensive publis and personnel re"' ?m with
schools may facilitate employtien':, of big's sehool gradua
s Highvay Departments participate in sush fe Lties £.3
Senior Government. Days* Boy's State, Hi 'anaers, Indus
Counsellc.fi, a.nd titherso A frank discussion c and resf
sibiliiies of the ©rganiEation and what it has to offer as a career
high school graduates serves as a r approach to the placement
problem-
Nearly all states follo\
sehool students as temporary employees for the summer months A planned
am of hiring digh school students often le* c loyment
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of either the high school graduate or the college graduate who has
previous employment tdth a particular organisation*.
The Michigan State Highway Department in cooperation with the
Michigan Road Builders Association has sponsored ati 8-yeek training
course for selected high school graduates at the University of Michigan
summer surveying camp in Jackson, Wyondngc High school graduates are
accepted if they pass an examination for Engineering Aide B (Michigan
State Civil Service Commission) and have satisfied the entrance require-
ments for civil engineering at the Univers&ty of Mi-ehigano This 8~week
course is reported to cost about $300 per student, and the cost is
shared by the Highway Department and the Road Builders Association©
Nearly all of those who complete the course accept jobs as engineering
aides or enter universities with the understanding that they could have
summer employment while in sehoolo
The Cooperative Engineering Education Program as a Source of Supply
A report summarized in this study shows that 1450 and 1838 fifth
year engineering students t. 1955-56 and. 1956-57 respectively s were in
cooperative program.**, The original source of the data did not give the
total number of undergraduate students by Level of collage year, but it
may be assumed that many are second, third,, and fot^th year cooperative
students o About one third of the State Highway Departments have a so-
operative plan with a college or university to employ undergraduate
students in * so-called MCo=opn plan of alternating college resident
terms with ©employment in industry <-
Purdue University and the State Highway Department of Indiana
initiated a looperative educational program in 1954* Other state
agencies have shown a similar interest* This in also a proper step
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toward the recruitment and retention of engineers for upon completion
of their engineering education, they can be effectively added to the
professional group-
After 50 as a Source
Older men, those of early retirement, and men who have been
engaged in other fields form a source of Eupply for both professional
and supporting personnels There is a substantial number of engineers
over the age of 50 who are having difficulty finding jobso The Engin=
eering Societies employment agency has reported it has a wealth of
talent in older men it cannot placee
Certain industries and governmental agencies permit retirement
on the basis of years servedo Thus it is possible for an engineer in
his early §0 6 s to retire from a job and to accept employment elsewhere^
This provides additional income
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ADMINISTRATION AMD THE MANPOWER PROBLEM
It is recognized that the basic responsibility of the state highway
administration is to plan, design, construct, and to maintain a system
of roads and streets which will provide fcr the efficient, economical^
reliable, safe, and comfortable interchange or distribution of people
and products by highway transportation Similar objectives and res=
ponsibilities are applicable in other state agencies employing engineering
and scientific personnelc It is further recognized that these responsi-
bilities must be preceded by legislative action which provides for ade-
quate funds and authority and that this responsibility can be best
accomplished through efficient and wise use of machines and equipment,
methods, materials, money, and manpowero Furthermore, adequate manpower
is dependent upon objective policies, procedures, and methods for the
recruitment and retention of competent personnelo
The major functions of the state engineering departments, as they
pertain to the management of manpower, must include certain basic con-
cepts of managemento It must be recognized that top management in a
state department «= the commission and director or chief engineer » should
determine policy, and that the administrative staff of the several divis-
ions should formulate policy, be responsible for manpower program planning 9
for review and appraisal of manpower policies and practices,, for con-
sultation, and for service to the operating lines in the several divisions-
The administrators must race the fact that management of manpower
is a continuous process 9 should be on the basis of competency and not
subject to political desires and whims, and includes four major objective
2©
functions;
lo Discovery, procurement, selection, allocation, and placement
of manpower on the basis of competence o This is especially
true for registered engineers, graduate engineers in trainingp
undergraduate engineers, scientists, and technicians who are
in supporting assignments^
2o Control of such working conditions as will best utilize the
services of personnel in their various assignmentso
3o Provide various services to employees, seeking thereby to en=
©our&ge continuing self improvement and increased efficiency*)
4o Maintain personnel records and conduct personnel research^
At the outset management must recognize that job analysis is the
initial step in the management of manpower and it serves as the basis for
organizational planning and coordination, for recruitment,, selection,
placement, training, transfer, promotion, and compensation, for setting
standards,, preventing misunderstandings, improving working conditions,
and others
o
Highway administrators, in general, recognize that they face a
gigantic problemo It is not a new problem with them, but it is one which
has become more acute since World War Ho They fully recognize that
millions of Americans rely upon highway transportation in its various
forms for commutation to and from work, for business, social, and re-
creational purposes, for shipping of manufactured products, for moving
of agricultural products to markets 9 and for many other activities© They
recognize that highway transportation has become such an important part
of our everyday life that we have become a nation on wheels, and that
although highway transportation has certain definite benefits, there are
some liabilities - waste of resources and others
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DISCUSSION OF CERTAIN FACTORS OF RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION
In general^ axi engineer enters his profession because of certain
engineering aptitudes and interests,.- But for industry to attract the
engineer, an adequate salary is important in keeping him contented, es-=
pecially after he passes his apprenticeship, or in-training period,,
and the attendant glamor of entering a new profession A recent survey
conducted by the National Society of Professional Engineers , Professional
Engineers Income and Salary Survey shows that 45 percent of the re=
spondents were dissatisfied with their present salaries and that a ma=»
jority of the executives who responded to a similar questionnaire said
that offers of more money by competing organizations contributed great=
ly to engineering turnover <> It was also pointed out that high salaries
were not as important a factor in recruiting as some of the younger and
more aggressive companies believed and that the well established com-
panies were not required to dangle high salaries before the engineers to
entice them to accept employment Stability and the advancement oppor-
tunities offered by the older and more reputable companies served es
incentives in the attraction of the best in engineers^ These companies*
in general, relied upon standard recruiting practices-^newspaper and word-
of=mouth advertising, some campus interviews, and referrals by their own
employees c Stability of employment and proven opportunity for profes=
sional growth served as excellent tools in their recruitment of new em=
ployees
,
Many young engineers look upon their first job as a continuation of
an educational program In--servi?e training of the young engineer with
a succession of job situations 3 similar to that in the Ohio Department
of Highways, serves as an effective technique in the development of an
engineering staff and in the recruitment of young engineers
„
A balanced but wide variety of work assignments in the office and
the field is necessary,, These assignments often include bridge design
and construction, location, design and construction of roads, mainte=
nance, programming and planning, testing, traffic safety i and auditingo
Overselling the job eventually breeds unhappiness and discontent
in the job e Many companies have found that one of their most success-
ful techniques is the practice of recruiting top students in their junior
year and giving them temporary employment during the summer before they
reach their senior year., The State Highway Department of Indiana has
used this technique with some success <, Enlargement of this activity is
to b8 encouraged,. This situation is mutually compatible in that it
provides an opportunity for the student to obtain some practical ex-
perience and to gain insight into what is expected upon acceptance of
full»tirae employment and it provides the employer with an opportunity
to evaluate the student ''s capabilities , In addition, it provides the
company with opportunity to use the engineering staff more effectively
for purely technical work, Such employment gives the student a reali=
zation that a successful engineering career is predicated upon satisfactory
performance of rudimentary tasks before going forward into more important
and critical professional assignments
»
A true and frank presentation of company policy is essential to re=
cruitment.- Engineers want to know about such items as salary schedules,
opportunities for advancement, competitive standing with similar organi-
zations, benefits and security, and professional recognition.
The engineer desires a challenge and wants to work at or near his
capacity-, A frank presentation of what the company has to offer in the
various work assignments should be made* The competent engineer wants
to be employed in challenging engineering tasks and not be assigned
-2?-
to sub-professional activities, The recruitment period affords industry
with an opportunity to present such facts
Of course, the engineer is interested in his salary and what he can
expect to earn within a given number of years if successful in his assign-
ments ~. He also wants to know about over-time pay, payment for travel
and per diem, and in some cases he may want to know about moving expenses
Some industries have used profit sharing plans to induce prospects
to accept employment, but this cannot be done on a direct basis in a
highway department <, The development of tangible and intangible benefits,
however, may serve this purpose. Such tangible factors as annual leave
or vacation, sick leave, retirement, and others can be evaluated in dollars.,
while intangible factors, such as professional attitude and continuity of
employment, are highly personalized and are not readily convertible to
monetary terms „ Both will serve as valuable tools in a recruitment pro-
gram and in the retention of personnel ,
Recruitment should be an all-year job. The highway department could
profit by devoting more time with the engineering colleges » It could
help construct and maintain courses which come closer to the actual needs,
It could
s
at small cost, raise the morale of the engineering employees
and stimulate professional growth and their contentment by encouragement
of employee participation in professional organizations and community
affairs; writing, presentation and publication of scientific papers; and
lecturing or teaching* Such prestige activities serve well the public
relations program and enhance the recruitment of new employees <>
The use of employee-alumni ae recruiters in colleges is an advis-
able technique, for confidence in the employer is important. Mutual re-
spect for objectivity should be recognized and respected, The "finding
of the best man for the job" must also imply that the employer merits
his acceptance of employment.
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The extensive use of employes services and facilities is often
used as a part of the security program*, This is a negative approach to
employment in a large industry in that the services and facilities are
expected to have such programs as group hospitalization, low cost in-
surance, pension plans, annual leaves or vacations, sick leave and an
elaborate recreational programo But a company or a highway department
is at a disadvantage without theou Incentives such as unusual opportunities
for training and advancement professionally are more important to the
engineer because they are vital rather than static factors in which he
plays an important parto Tuition plans, in which the industry defrays
all or part of the cost of enrollment in outside educational institutions
are special inducements toward attracting and retaining engineering
personnelo
Freedom from frustration and freedom from political interference
are important desires of the engineer Nothing can dampen the spirits
of a young engineer more quickly than the pigeon-holing of a well-done
job to favor political opinions or whimso Nothing can make the good
engineer start looking for a new job more rapidly. Professional recogni-
tion and an opportunity for salary and position advancements on a basis
of proficiency are important factors in recruitment and retention of
professional personnelo
Advertising in newspapers, in trade and in technical magazines,
and through radio and television programs may not only serve as a pub-
lie relations activity, but it may be a satisfactory method of procure
ing personnelo
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The In-Service Training Program for Highway Engineers
In-service training is a basic incentive in the employment of engineerso
American industry has for many years conducted special programs for the
training of newly hired graduates of engineering eollegeso In general
,
the programs vary from about 6 months to 4 years and include a considera-
ble amount of classroom work and outside preparation^ Only in recent
years have state highway departments initiated such programso Programs
were initiated in Virginia in 1946 and in Connecticut in 1948° Currently,
such programs are used widely by the state highway departments?
The scope of these highway programs varies as to length of training,
one year to four years, and as to coverage* In general, the programs are
rotational in character and provide opportunity for experience in field,
office, and laboratory assignmentSo Completeness is illustrated by the
in-service training program in Virginia., The program begins with the
hiring of engineering college graduates who, upon reporting to duty, are
assigned to a 4=year training eourseo Supplementing this 4=year in-service
program is a series of special courses and training activities for englneerso
Among them are a course in inspection; one for superintendents, foremen,
and operators; a soils course for inspectors and soils engineers; a 2-week
short course for bituminous inspectors; a course for junior materials
engineers; a school for landscape superintendents; a right-of-way engineers
and agents school; a materials conference for district materials engineers;
a yearly meeting of the administrative engineers of the main office and
field offices; and similar types of in-service training schoolso
One of the best devices for recruiting new engineers and retaining
their services is the maintenance of an adequate training program (of
which in-service training is a part), coupled with a policy of upgrading
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professional personnel from withino
There has been a growing tendency In Industry to assist able young
engineering personnel financially in their pursuit of graduate university
work - a device which, those who have tried it say, works both to the
benefit of the company and the engineer, and is a major factor in the
retention of the services of brilliant young engineers who might otherwise
be lured away by greener financial positions
»
The graduate program in highway engineering at Purdue University is
a special form of in-service trainings It affords the young engineer with
an opportunity to pursue graduate studies and research toward the degree
of MSCE or PhD„ It may be observed in Table III that over §© percent of
the candidates for the Master "s degree and nearly 39 percent of the candidates
for the PhD degree in Civil Engineering at Purdue University during the
academic year 1956~57 selected Transportation and Materials Engineering as
major areas of study. Most of the financial assistance on these areas
came from funds provided by the State Highway Department of Indiana.,
Many colleges and universities have fashioned their graduate re-
search programs in a similar mannero In some cases outstanding young
highway engineers have been granted leaves of absence to pursue graduate
programs of study at these institutions.. The full development of programs
of this type can facilitate recruitment and retention of engineerso
The following discussion by Benjamin Fine shows what certain industries
and universities are doing to promote educational programs* Please note
the advertisement which appeared in the Indianapolis Star, February
24, 1957. (See page Boo 37 of this reporte)
Business and Industry Find It Profitable
To Send Their Employes to College' 1^
by Benjamin Fine
A new trend is developing that is bringing American colleges
and industry closer together Many corporations now sponsor direct
scholarship programs for their employes , encouraging the workers to
take courses either on a psrt=time or full-time basis while remaining
as employeso In a sense , the colleges and the business concerns form
a partnershipo
The college-business plan takes several form3o i) In some cases 9
a firm offers scholarships and time off to its employes to take courses
that may benefit them directly in their professional eareerso 2) In
others, partial scholarships are offeredo 3) In still others, the firms
set up programs with the colleges, and offer them on a joint basis »
Under this arrangement, as a rule., the firm pays for the courseo
Although it is impossible to estimate just how many men and women
are in college under corporation or industrial sponsorship, the number
runs into the thousandso Millions of dollars are provided to the
collegeSo
The colleges have found that the industry-sponsored students are
not in any way academically inferior to those who are not thus sponsoredo
And the colleges seem satisfied, in the main, that industry does not
try to "dictate" to them* Even those who in the past have regarded close
cooperation between industry and education as an infringement upon
academic freedom are now convinced,,
For Nuclear Scientists
A cooperative program between Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and
Gene ral Electric Company is scheduled to get under way soonoW This
will be for young scientists and engineers at the Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory , operated by G. Eo for the Atomic Energy Commisslono It
will lead to graduate degrees and include specially developed courses
in nuclear engineerings Instruction costs will be paid by Go Eo
The employe-students will receive half~pay during the first semester,
full pay thereafter Glasses will be conducted both at Ro Po I„ and the
Knolls laboratories o This plan is regarded as an effective way to lessen
the manpower deficiencies of the new atomic industryo
(1) Nolo Times, January 20, 1957«
(2} The attached announcement of the program appeared in the Indianapolis
Star, February 24, 1957 . (Sea page Noo 3?)
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Now under way at RoPoXo is the General Electric Honors Program,
in which the company finances the cost of graduate worko Half of the
570 students attending Ro Polo's evening division classes are at least
partially reimbursed by the companies for which they worko Fifteen
percent of the total enrollment of 4,255 students are employees receiv-
ing full or partial tuition from their companieso Their studies are
almost entirely on graduate levels
"We think the eooperati%re program between education and industry
should always work out well if the college insists on complete control,"
explained Drc Clayton Oo Dohreowend, head of EUPoIe^s graduate division
and science group° "There should be no easing of its usual requirements
for admission or of its usual academic standards anywhere along the way m
Employes at Sehool
Thirty business firms and industries are represented in the master
of business administration study program which the University of Conneeticat
launched at its Hartford Branch last fallo Thirty=five candidates for the
master's degree are enrolled in the courseso They are all employed
full-time by companies in and around Hartfordo
Many industries in the Chicago area finance the education of
employes enrolled at the Illinois Institute of Technologye In 1956,
3,865 employes of 372 Chicago area companies were enrolled at Tech.
Industry also participates with Illinois Tech in a cooperative plan in
which the student alternates periods of attendance at school with periods
of employment in industry* Forty industrial firms are participating in
the co-op piano The institute also cooperates with industry by offering
extension courses designed to meet the particular needs of individual
companies
o
Some companies encourage their employes to continue their education
without specifying the course of study; the subjects need not be geared
to the specific job that the employe is doingo
For example, the Esso Educational Refund Plan provides financial
assistance to employes, who get two-thirds of their tuition cost up to
a maximum of #225 a school yearo Of the 25,378 persons employed by Esso
Standard Oil Company a total of 526 employes are taking courses offered
by approved institutionso
However, the courses must have some bearing on the employe's per-
formance of either his present job or a position to which he is likely
to be assigned in the near future o The employe must complete the courses
with satisfactory grades to receive a refundo
Two Programs
Education assistance by Eastman Kodak Company falls under two
categories: a tuition aid program for Kodak employes, and general
assistance to educational institutions o Under the tuition aid plan,
Kodak reimburses full-time employes for one-half the tuition paid for
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courses successfully completed in their spare tine. The maximum
payment per school year is $l?5o For Kodak approval, courses must
be related to the person's job, or must furnish general background
which will increase his capabilitieso
Participation in this program by employes is voluntary <> Company
management encourages participation, but employes are under no pressure
to take such courses., Almost 2,000 employes of Kodak and its divisions
are enrolled in college courses©
Johns^Manville has a company=wide program to reimburse 65 percent
of tuition, fees and inter=city transportation upon successful ccm=>
pletion of courses in schools and colleges? Highly specialized courses
are fully reimbursed.. Six hundred are participating currently. One-
fourth of these are working tounard college degrees and certificates; the
remainder are taking non~degree worko The company has promoted many
workers who have qualified themselves this way
Southwestern Bell Telephone Company , in Sto Louis, initiated a
tuition refund program up to a $300 maximum last falJL About 1,^00
employees entered the plan; they are taking both undergraduate and
graduate work in courses that will help them in their jobso
California Classes
Convair, the largest division of General Dynamics „ underwrites
extension courses in San Diego and Pomona, Calif©, Convair works with
the University of California at Los Angeles in setting up the extension
courses and guaranteeing a minimum attendance o At Convair a s large
Fort Worth plant, classes are part of a residence course conducted
under guidance of Southern. Methodist University.. Host of the instructors
are Convair people, accredited by the university..
Another method is sponsored by the Pannsylvania Railroad Companya
The railroad each year grants leave to certain top and middle management
executives and sends them, at company expense, to the regular advanced
business management courses offered by Harvard . Columbia. Pennsylvania
State University
,.
Cornell f Northwestern,. Syracuse . Carnegie Techa hj.o
and the University of Pittsburgh ..
Such institutions as United States Steel . Westinghou.se . General
Motors and the Ford Motor Company conduct college training courses or
provide scholarship aid to their employes o The spokesman for Swift and
Coo summed it up this way: "We feel the value of the program lies in
assisting management in development of employes, and in encouraging
ambitious and capable persons.."
For higher education, Chancellor Raymond Bo Allen of the University
of California at Los Angeles, put it this ways
"The old concept of the ivory tower is deado Today, a modern
university, such as UoCoLoAe, is the bridge between education and
the communityo We profit from the presence of mature, devoted
students on our campus, and we hope that our academic disciplines and
our risk capital of ideas are of use to business and industry^."
ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS:
WORK STUDY PUN FOR
MASTERS DEGREE IN CHOSEN FIELD
Sponsored by
Knolls At®mi© Power Laboratory
in conjunction with
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Candidates being selected now for courses
beginning in June^and September^
The Knolls Atonic Power Laboratory, Schenectady, No Yo , and the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute present a part-time work, part-
time study plan to enable qualified young engineers and physicists
to earn the Master 8 s degree of their choice, and a minor in nuclear
engineering, in 2=1/2 years or less depending on individual baekgroundo
The specially developed courses in nuclear engineering combined with
the practical experience of working on laboratory projects, when added
to the academic work for the Master's degree will give the young engineer
and physicist unparalleled opportunity to progress in his fieldo
If you have a BoSo degree in engineering, or physics, you are eligible
to apply for this programs
1st Semester
t
Half time at RoPoJo - fee3 and tuition
paid; half time on job, half payc
Half time on 3oh, half time off for
2nd Semester* special nuclear courses at laboratory?
full pays fees and tuition paido
Full time on job - full payj up to k hours
Succeeding Termss off eadi week to attend classes at R«PoIo
Full tuition refundo
Upon completion of Master °s program, qualified candidates may pursue
PhoDo degreeo Leave of absence with all General Electric benefits,
living allowance and full tuition refund are granted for this purpose*
If you are interested in this program, send a resume of your education
and experience to: Mro Ao Jo Scipione, Box 1072, Depto ?2H.
KNOLLS ATOMIC POWER LABORATORY
GENERAL ELECTRIC
From: INDIANAPOLIS STAR, February 24, 1957
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Lt^es for Continuing Study
Many states provide the engineer with an opportunity for continuity
of studyo The graduate programs discussed in the previous section are
but part of the broad field of trainings. But what about the engineer
who desires additional training, but who is not interested in a formal
or informal program? California, New York, Vermont, and others offer
special technical courses for engineerso Some are at the graduate levelo
Many conferences and short courses, similar to those at Purdue, Minnesota,
Michigan, California, Kentucky, Tennessee, Massachusetts, Washington,
and others form excellent outlets for technical information of value
to the engineero Employee participation should be eneouraged, and in
some eases be made mandatory, by the highway departmento
Communication and Its Part in Attraction and Retention
The lack of good communications between management and engineers
has been reported as one of the major factors resulting in the poor
utilization of engineerso Well developed programs for Indoctrination
are essential to good communi@ation<> They make the engineer more effi=
eient and more effective by providing for complete and mutual under-
standing., Selection is a key adjunct to trainings In combination,
selection and communication form the basis for greater effectiveness
in the use of engineering manpowero
Good communication, as exemplified in good public relations,will
induce engineers to seek employment o Everything should be done to
show that engineering jobs are career positions with excellent work-
ing conditionso The participation of engineers in community activities
can facilitate the public relations program and such participation
should be eneouragedo
SALARY SCHEDULES AND WAGE ADMINISTRATION
AND THEIR EFFECT UPON RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION
Introduction
The selection, employment, training, and maintenance of personnel
are important phases of engineering administrationo Job or position elassi
fication, employee recruitment, selection and placement, continuity of
service, wage and salary schedules, training, promotion and transfers
,
working hours, holidays, annual leave or vacation, and others are funda=«
mental concepts of good administrative practiceso These soneepts will
do much to give the employee proper incentives to produce best results
and to give him faith in his employee
"Fringe" Benefits
Employment conditions vary widely among private and public organic
zationso The "fringe benefits" - those beyond the employee's direct
salary - become tangible and important but difficult to measureo Thus,
in an objective comparison of salary schedules it is important to adhere
to comparing total benefits - direst salary plus fringe benefitso
In the late 1940 »s, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
made a survey of fringe benefits in industryo These surveys have been
conducted at two-year intervals and they represent the most comprehensive
data on non-wage labor benefits and eostso
The 1953 survey shows that annual fringe benefits in industry
were about $739 P®* worker* The 1955 survey makes a comparison of
fringe benefits during an eight-year period? The survey shows benefits
have risen from 12o9 percent to 20o4 percent of the payroll in less than
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a decadeo While most of the report is concerned with only a sample of
the firms surveyed, total fringe benefits were estimated to be about
#36 billion in 1955*
Although fringe benefits of this anwunt and type may not be true
for engineers as a class, it does indicate that these "extras" in the
paycheck are "increasingly a fixed part of the accepted employment
structure, and as such are regarded by workers, unions, and government
bodies and also by most managemento M These fringe benefits may be
expected to increase as special inducemer.ts are offeredo
Substantial fringe benefits to stsil engineering personnel are
elearly shown in the survey conducted by the American Society of Civil
Engineers and reported in the July, 1953, issue of Civil Engineering^
A study of salaries was conducted in 195f> and another study is scheduled
for 1957° The 1955 survey did not induce a study of fringe benefits;
it was limited to a study of the wages received by 51,000 engineers in
401 engineering organizations «= public and privatee Several of the
fringe benefits reported by private and piublic agencies in 1953 survey
are presented and are briefly discussed ss follows:
Retirement plana , other than UoSo Social Security 3 wer*i in effect
in 37 percent of the private organizations and in 86 percent of the
public organiaationso In general, employers contributed at the rate of
5 to 6 percent of the employee^ salary, the range being from 3 to 7-1/2
pereento
Private organizations (except raili.jads, which are subject to the
Railroad Retirement Act) reported that their Civil Engineers were covered
by Uo S. Social Security Accounts* Publio agencies did not report Social
Security Aceountso (The 1957 survey will ahow changes in this area because
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the coverage has been broadened since the 1953 survey*)
Few people realise how long they may live after retirement at age
65o In general, life expectancy for men after age 6? is 12 to 15 years
j
for women, 15-20 yearso Thus, the number of working years for professional
people who live to retirement age about triples the number of retired
years o Consequently, enough needs to be saved every 3 working years to
support one year of retiremento Early pazticipatlon in a retirement
plan providing substantial benefits is essential to old age security
o
Furthermore, a retirement system should bz planned to provide under
normal circumstances for a retirement life annuity
s
at age 65 , equivalent
in purchasing power to approximately 50 percent of the average salary over
the last 10 years of serviceo
Retii*ement security for professional personnel may be provided
through all or some of the following:
lo State retirement plan
2o Social security {O0A0S0I0)
3<> Personal savings - bonds, life insurance,, savings accounts,
and others
o
This balancing of the various types of retirement income is neees=
sary to give a coordinated practical investment program and security
in old age<
In considering further fringe benefits, reported in the 1953
survey, about 74 percent of the private firms observed 5 to 7 holidavsr,
with 40 percent giving 6 holidayso The range was from 5 to 12 holidayso
About 67 percent of the public agencies observed 10 to 13 holidays!
nearly one^third observed 11 holidayso The range was from 6 to 15 holidays:
ia
Vacation periods of 10 work days were reported in the 1953 A0S0C0E0
study by 78 percent of the private firms, the range being from 9 to
16 work dayso Vacation periods of 10 work days were reported by 30
percent of the public agencies; 12 work days were reported by 28 per-
cent; 15 work days were reported by 18 percent; the range in vacation
periods is 9 to 26 work dayso
The trends in this area are toward longer vacation periods, with
26 working days as a maximum, and toward accumulative vacation In
some eases the latter may be as mush as 90 working dayso Length of
service oftentimes is rewarded by additional vacation? A frequently-
applied rule is one week of vacation after one year of service; 2 weeks
after 5 years; 3 weeks for 10 to 20 years; and a maximum of 4 to 5 weeks
after service beyond 20 years It is obvious that the policies of the
state departments should be adjusted to be in a better competitive
position for professional personnel who consider paid vacations as an
important fringe benefito
Sl®k Leave was reported as an accepted practice in about 50 percent
of the private firmso Of those who reported an allowance, 4? percent
favored 10 work days, the range boing 5 to 20 work dayso Among the publig
agencies, 39 percent allowed 12 work days; 22 percent allowed 15 work daysf
and 16 percent allowed 10 work dayso The range was from 9 to 30 work dayso
Among the provisions in the sick benefit plans were allowances in terms
of years of servieeo
A base sick leave of 10 days is desirable, but additional side leave
should be based upon aeturial data- A program of this type would place
this important fringe benefit in better perspective and place the state
departments in a better position to employ personnel-
Wage Administration and Personnel Management
In the past 20 to 30 years highway organizations and other public
agencies have become big business administered by staffs often numbering
in the hundreds, with annual expenditures of millions of dollars in the
past and with hundreds of millions in the future*. Consequently, wage
administration and personnel management have become major problemso
It is obvious that strict adherence to effective and definitely
established policies of adequate wage administration,, job qualifications,
and adequate salary schedules will do much to form the right incentives
in the selection and retention of personnel in highway engineeringo The
development of the principle of professional competence, the enactment of
a law supported by public understanding to promote and protect professional
competence, and the competent and equitable administration of the act will
facilitate the solution of problems of personnel administrationo These
factors are essential if public service is to reach the status of coveted
career service that will compete favorably with private enterpriseo
The organization of a public department has a significant effect
upon the major objectives, and it influences those of secondary character
Established policies and procedures affect the procurement and retention
of personnelo For example, if the highway department has a good reputa-
tion for organization, policies, and freedom from political interference g
then the personnel procedures are facilitated and become more effective
In general, personnel management of professional employees in the
various departments needs expansion and improvement, because this area
contains the key to effective professional employee recruitment and r&=
tentiono It is in this area that an active and objective program of
recruitment and retention of engineers and other professional personnel
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must be developed o Provision must be made for such activities as
employment and college relations, education and training, medicine and
health, professional recognition, employee information and publications 9
employee services, recreation, counseling and others. It is obvious that
a rather large professional and supporting staff is necessaryo It should
be free of political influence, and an adequate budget within each d®=
partment should be provided to develop and maintain these essential ae=
tivitieso
The development and retention of effective personnel management
in the several state departments on a non-political basis can do much
to facilitate the recruitment and retention of competent professional
personnele Furthermore, the development of an effective training program
for professional and supporting personnel is an important aspect
of manpower managemento Industry, in general, has long recognized that
a good training program coupled with a policy of upgrading professional
personnel from within is one of the best recruiting devices©
What the Engineer Wants in a Job
It must be recognized that engineers are in their fields because
of special aptitudes and interest, and that they expect.?
lo Security and stability of employment*
2<> Adequate pay with overtime benefits if justified*
3° A wide variety of job assignments as engineer trainees
c
4« Professional recognition and an opportunity for professional
development
c
% Personal achievement and freedom from frustrationo
60 Optimum use of interests and abilityo
^7o Continuation of professional trainingo
do Employer prestigeo
9o Good communications with managemente
10o A true and frank presentation of administrative policy..
llo Advancement based upon ability and suitable performance
o
12o Opportunity for collective recognitiono
13a Employee services including recreational facilities, health and
accident programs including insurance, low-cost life insurance 9
vacations with pay, pension plans, payment of travel and
moving expenseSo
These are factors which assist in the recruitment and retention
of engineering personnels. The latter factors are often referred to as
"fringe benefits", and although they are not as important to the engineer
in recruitment and retention as many of the first mentioned factors,
they are becoming more important each yearo
Job Qualifications for Highway Engineering Positions
The American Association of State Highway Officials has published
recommendations for grade specifications for professional engineers in
highway departments.. The report lists eight classifications for engineers
and enumerates educational, experience, and professional engineer reg-
istration requirements for each groupa The lowest group (No l) applies
to recent graduates of approved engineering schools with no practical
highway experience or high school graduates with at least one year of
practical experience, and does not require registration as a Professional
Engineero Group 8, the highest classification, requires "graduation with
a degree in engineering from an approved engineering school plus at least
twelve (12) years of broad and progressive professional engineering
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experience as evidenced by a detailed knowledge of engineering principles
and their application, ability of the highest order in organization, direction
and coordination of difficult engineering activities, particularly per-
taining to highways*. Registration as a Professional Engineero"
In its classification system, the Bureau of Public Roads has eight
comparable groupings.. However, in the four top groups only four years
of progressive engineering experience are required, including at least
one year of important and "responsible work in one of the branches of
engineering equivalent in grade level to that required" for engineers in
the next lowest classifications,
The American Society of Civil Engineers has eight comparable groupings
"The fundamental prerequisite for every position to be classified in these
grades is professional, scientific, or technical training equivalent to
that represented by graduation from a college or university of recognized
standingo" Classification is based on the amount of professional training
experience, leadership, and ability for independent judgment possessed
by each individuals
The Bureau of Public Roads and the ASCE classifications do not mention
registration as a Professional Engineer as one of the qualifications for
the higher groupso In contrast, in the AASHO recommendations registration
as a Professional Engineer is necessary for Grades 3 and absveo
A summary of the experience, education, and registration requirements
for the AASHO, the ASCE, and the Bureau of Public Roads is shown in Table
VII, • Analysis of Job Qualification for Highway Positions ° Similar data
for Indiana were not Included* Personnel in Indiana Classes 1-9 must be
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for independent judgment used to determine employment classification;
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engineering experieneeo Personnel in Class 10 are, in general, graduate
engineers in training, who, after serving the required four years in
engineering assignments, may take the examination for registration as
a professional engineero
The Wage Administration Problem
In the past 20 to 30 years highway organizations have become big
business administered by staffs numbering hundreds, with annual expenditures
of millions of dollarso Only recently some highway departments have
followed the lead of industry by making systematic use of the basic tenets
for selecting and training personnel
The first tenet is to develop a position classification plan through
the selection and utilization of one of the basic job-evaluation systems*
This implies that a job description serves as the basis for job evalua«
tiono These systems are the "ranking" system, the "classification" system,
the "point" system, and the "factor=comparison" system,:, Each plan has
advantages and disadvantages which influence selection* The Missouri
Highway Department, for example, has used a combination of the point
system and the factor-comparison system* Each job under this system
is studied and rated in such categories as education, experience, effort,
responsibility, job conditions, and training. After each job has been
evaluated, it is classified and its relative worth determined?
It is also necessary that a survey of the wages or salaries for each
job be madeo Further study of these wages or salaries aids in the estab=
lishment of salary ranges for each jobo Comprehensive wage curves are
then preparedo
Each position is then related to the wage curve, and discrepancies
between the actual wage and the recommended wage or salary are adjustedo
Care must be taken, after a position classification plan has been adopted
,
that it be kept currents
A second tenet depends upon the development and acceptance of an
organized system of employee recruitment and selection based upon com-
petent professional performance and fitnesso For example, in these days
of shortages of engineering talent, (as previously stated) several
state highway departments have established special training programs to
attract and develop young engineers c. Others have special summer work
arrangements with undergraduate students in civil engineeringo
A third tenet requires an established policy for the sontinuance of
service of all employees with satisfactory work habits and efficiencyo
This does not imply that the employment of unskilled assistance on a
temporary basis be eliminatedo
A fourth tenet recognizes establishing a wage and salary schedule
which will attend to demands of other employers for the same types of
employees; this schedule should take into consideration comparable pay
for similar positions, continued good service rewarded by salary increases,
pay commensurate to type of work and amount of responsibility, and flex-
ibility in adjusting all pay levels to economic ehangeso The periodic
within-grade increases of the Federal salary scale recognizes such demands?
The fifth tenet ©alls for continued on-the-job or in-service training
with provisions for promotion upon evidence of Increased ability o This
tenet has also been discussed in detailo
Proper coordination of all these tenets will provide better employee
morale and better utilization of all the human resources available to the
department, for as someone has so aptly stated, "We get people to work by
setting up the right incentives.. The incentive that will produce the best
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results is the development of faith in the part of the employee that the
department wants to, above all, develop its human resources and to reward
people according to their merit, to reward them with all the good things =
not money alone - that every man works for»"
Strict adherence to definitely established policies of adequate wage
administration, job qualifications, and adequate salary schedules will do
much to set up the right incentives o The development of the principle of
professional competence, the enactment of a law supported by public under-
standing to promote and protect professional competence, and the competent
and equitable administration of the act will facilitate the solution of
problems of personnel adndnistratlono These factors are essential if
public service in the highway department is to reach the status of coveted
career service that will compete with private enterpriseo
Merit Rating
Engineering administration should consider the troublesome question
of merit ratingo
But what is the doctrine of merit rating and merit pay? It is, in
simplest terms, the policy which concerns paying extra for doing an ex°
eeptional job* Private industry has long had that policyo Some public
agencies have adopted the practice, especially the federal government
o
Some of the pros and cons of the merit rating issue are presented
as follows:
lo Arguments in favor of merit ratingo
a Promotion on the basis of seniority alone provides a rigid
salary schedule and this tends to perpetuate medioerityo
bo Private business and industry recognize the value of
rewarding their workers if they are superioro By paying
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for superior work, it will be possible to compete more
favorably with private enterprise and retain many engineers
who now leave for higher salaries outside of public em-
ployments
Co It is possible by selecting a committee of engineers (and
administrators) to evaluate the competence and ability of
an engineer on an impartial , objective basis
o
2o Arguments against merit rating*
a» Objective and accurate methods of measuring accomplishment
in engineering are not availableo
bo Merit rating tends to affect morale, sine© it places engineers
in competitive positions for salary increaseso This could
be good or bado
Co Merit rating tends to force conformity to preconceived
ideas of some person or group of persons* This tends to
destroy the initiative and individuality necessary for
creative engineeringo
do Merit rating is an administrative technique for controlling
costs, rather than a means of promoting better engineeringo
It tends to reduce cooperation between the engineer and
administrationo
In essence, those who want merit rating say you can get better engineers
by recognising talento Those who oppose say that you ean 8t measure
engineer's abilities, and therefore special merit pay levels to "Apple
Polishing" and "Yessingo"
Many responsible officials point to the operation of the Uo So
Civil Service as an example of how merit can be rewardedo On the face
..... §2 -
of it, UoSo Civil Service does not take the individual into consideration.:.
He is placed on a "line" and paid that way~ But, in reality, merit is
pewsrdedo
To begin with, an engineer under U, S„ Civil Service axan move from
Grade 5 to 18o As he advances, he gets higher salaries and benefits
»
including incentive awards n The latter monetary grants are given t©
employees who submit suggestions which result in savings to the govern-
ment < Superior performance, sustained over a period, of time, is rewarded,
tooo With superior ratings, the engineer is more likely to advance in
grade at a more rapid paceo Thus, a Uo So Civil. Service engineer does
not have to remain on a dead-end financial basis after he hag received
maximum salary in his grade „ He can step up further in rank and salary if
vacancies are availableo
Salarj.es and Engineering Grades
Differences in salaries for comparable engineering grades are to be
found in an analysis of reeent studies of salaries received by engineers
o
A 1955 study of salaries conducted by ths American Society of Civil
Engineers is summarized in tabular form in Table VIII, Salary Studies
ASCE. 19§5 c Among the fasts presented in Table ¥1X1 arei
lo Consulting engineers, in general s receive higher rates of pay
than highway engineerso
2o On a national basis, consulting engineers in grades 1-5 inclusive
receive more pay than do consulting engineers in the midwest
|
midwest engineers receive more in grades 6=9»
3o On a national basis, highway engineers in all grades receive
higher pay than midwest highway engineers-
Thus on a salary basis 9 midwest states receive competition from
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other states when competing for highway engineers on a national basis*
They also receive serious competition from consulting engineers in the
midwest and on a national basis..
A tabular summary of the salary study conducted by the National
Society of Professional Engineers in 1954 is presented in Table IX,
Salary Surveys NSP& The NSPE study does not represent current information,
but it does show that professional engineers in the upper classifications
were receiving more pay in 1954 than civil engineers employed by the state
agencies of Indiana were receiving in 1956° Thus, it is reasonable to
assume that professional engineers are currently on a national basis re-
ceiving more pay than civil engineers who are employed by the various
state agencies of Indiana,*
A study conducted by the American Road Builders Association in
April 1956 shows minimum salaries for the various engineering assignments
and is sunmarized in Table X, Salary Survey; ARBA. The several Job des-
criptions are not adjusted to ASCE grades because job titles are not
comparable from state to states Thus, comparison of salaries for various
job titles and engineering grades cannot readily be made«
A comparison of annual salaries paid by the Federal Government and
the State Highway Department of Indiana respectively for the various grades
is presented in Table XI, Comparison of Annual Salaries ° By Agency and
Gradeo Note that the federal scale includes an amount for longevityo
It may be observed that for each grade, the minimum of the federal scale
is higher than the approved Tninimrcm for the State Highway Department and
the average salary paid by the State Highway Department is higher than






Professional Engineers , 1954*
Upper Quartile
$29,920
a For professional engineers, grades 3=9 inclusive, grades 1 and 2




AMERICAN ROAD BUILDERS ASSOCIATION
APRIL. 1956W
(a) Not adjusted to ASCE Grades
TABLE XX
COMPARISON OF ANNUAL SALARIES - Iff AGENCY
'DECEMBER 31.. 19















ASCE i&Xo Long, Appo
13 1*800
13975 14620
9 L6 I90C 13760 9600
8 15 32610 12690 13335
7 10320 11395 12040 8C40
6 #990 10065 10710 9 7200 ^300
5 "570 8645 9390 6 66OC
4 6390 7465 811C 60*0 8160
k 5915 6?25 7130 7920
3 4,0 62^0 6655 7740
3a 8 5780 6185 49S0 7380
2 7 5335 45'60 5040
2a g 4890 5295 3420 6000*
1 448C 4885 3600 48?2
10J2 3900 S400 5760





Governmental agencies in competing with industry for civil engineers
should give careful consideration to revising their salary scheduleso
Engineering Hews Record (June 21, 1956) reported that average salaries
accepted by June 1956 graduates in civil engineering were slightly over
$421 per month, and the trend is upward*. The graduates accepted jobs
on the basis of opportunity, location, and salary, and in that order<>
The average acceptance salary for June 1956 graduates in civil
engineering from Purdue University was gfe*2!> per month j in August, 1956,
it was &37 per month; and in February, 1957, it was $2»55 per montho
The average is expected to be $500 for thoc© graduating in June, 1957
°
A comparison of acceptance salaries for civil engineers and "all1* engineers
graduating from Purdue University in recent years is presented in Figure I,
Number of Engineering Graduates (ES) of Purdue University With Average
Starting Salary and Average Starting Salary of Civil Engineers<> It may
be observed in Figure I that initial salaries for civil engineers were
ahead of salaries for "all" engineers during the period, 1950=53, but sin@e
1953 they have been lagging behind salaries for nalln engineerso The
trend in engineering enrollment, expressed in engineering degrees, is also
presented in Figure Io
The recent Heller report, Final Report on State Governmant Organiza-
tion (Exhibit No*. 56) suggested an initial salary of $350 per month for
ASCE Grade Io It may be observed that suggested starting salaries for
ASCE grades I and II shown in Table HI, Suggested Salary Schedules a are
below salaries accepted by recent graduates in civil engineeringo The re-
port also suggests a top salary of $22,000., This also appears to be inadequate
because a top salary of $30*000 per year has become a reality in a neigh-
boring stat«o
FIGURE I
NUMBER OF ENGINEERING GRADUATES ( B.S. ) OF PURDUE
UNIVERSITY WITH AVERAGE STARTING SALARY AND
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a See Exhibit $6, Final Report on State Government Organization..
The trend in professional compensation was the subject of a paper
presented by Professor Eo Bo Peck at the Engineers'5 Joint Council General
Assembly, January 17=18, 1957, in New Yorko The data used by Professor
Peek in making a quantitative analysis of the trends in the earnings of
engineers (1939-1956) was from the E«J a Go report "Professional Income
of Engineers - 195© rt <> A brief summary of the report is presented in
Table XIII 9 Annual Eastings of Engineers in All Activities .
Professor Peck 5 s paper presents an analysis of salaries in relation
to certain important e©onomic factors? productivity, wages, and consumer 9 ©
costs o It proposes a framework of salary administration which includes
experience t merit 9 and economic trendso
It was observed that the period of 1939-56 had been one of great
economic expansion* la this period, the GoNePc, (Gross National Product)
in constant dollars increased four-fold,, while the cost of living doubledo
Wage rates increased about three-fold while top management salaries in-
creased less than the cost of livingo Most of the middle class salaries
were squeezed between rising wages from below and a relatively static
top management salary*
This telescoping of salaries means that engineers" salaries have
not grown with experience as 3?apidly as previously*. Furthermore, teles~
coping appears in merit differentialso Productivity and wages have been
rising rapidly, while top salaries have 9 until recently, remained statico
This has produced a squeeze that has ysduced experience and merit incentiveso
The current rate of secular growth is about 3 percent per year and
salaries should provide for this growtho This means that wages should
about double in 25 years, and triple in 40 years o Furthermore, a secular
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The data of the EoJoCo report reveal that only 10 percent of the
engineers earned $15,000 within 20 years from their first engineering degree c
Only 25 percent earned at least $12,000 within 20 years; $12,700 within
40 years. The median salary was about $10,200 in 20 years | $10,700 in 40
yesrse Other percentiles were lower and incentives for experience and
merit approached zero* These data indicate that engineers in the upper
10 percent are those who profit by merit throughout their career*
Professor Peck, in order to provide annual merit and promotional in-
creases as a function of experience developed the following equations
dS/dt - kS(A-S)
Where nSn is the salary, Mt" is the experience or years from degree, "kM is
a constant computed for each curve from the end conditions, and "A" is the
potential salary or asymptote of each eurvoo
The above equation implies that at any merit level, the annual rate
of salary increase is proportional to the salary, multiplied by the
amount of money left for salary increases for the rest of the eareero
The salary curves presented in Figure 2, Suggested Salary Schedule for
Civil Engineers, June, 1957 « suggest that each curve is aimed at a goal
which is a potential for the employee,, It does not mean that an employee
is tagged with a potential early in his career and cannot ehangeo Periodic
merit rating and performance reviews can change these potentialso
The equation produced two curves, as shown in Figure 2, running
from a determined initial salary to $20,000 and $30,000 respectively
within 40 yearso In practice the curves might run from initial salaries
to maximum salaries of job classifications This relates the curve to
the job evaluation system* It also permits definition of potential in























FIGURE 2 SUGGESTED SALARY SCHEDULE



















SALARIES ARE BASED ON CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
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As an example @f how a set of curves obtained from the equation
dS e kS(A-S) ?san °® utilized to develop a salary schedule for a par-
dfc
ticular Industry or organization, a possible salary schedule will be
developed for a typical engineering organization^
Let us assume that the organization has 100 engineering positions e
classified by job description and correlated with ASCE gradeso These
positions are illustrated in Table XIV, Salary Schedule Information For
Hypothetical Engineering Organization.,
The determined salary conditions msed may be any values which are
representative» They should, however, be those that are realist 1© f@jp
the particular organization and they should be values which are competi-
tive with those of comparable organizations* The values used in the
example correspond to those used in Figure 2 and might be practicable
for the engineering graduate of 1957=
Percentile curves required (99, 95, 65, 75, 50, 25, and 10 for the
example) as shown in the Cumulative Percentile column Table XIV and as determined
by the number of engineers in each grade are drawn using the determined
salary conditions and computing a point on each curve for various years
after graduation ( as 10, 20, 30, and 40)» See Appendix B for detail*)
To develop salary ranges for each grade, it is necessary to select
a reasonable time in grade for each grade prior to promotion to the next
grade and a minimum time in grade for outstanding meno In the example
these times are as shown in Table XV, Example of Selection of Salary Rangeso
The column entitled Top Percentile Each Grade of Table XV is that deter-
mined from cumulative percentage of positions in each gradeo Theoretically
engineers filling positions of any grade need only be of the same relative
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TABLE HV










9 1 100 7,200 30,000
8 4 99 7,200 29,500
7 10 • 95 7,000 29,000
6 10 85 6 9800 28,000
5 25 75 6,§00 25,000
4 25 50 6,000 20,000
3 15 25 5,700 16,000
2 10 10 5,400 12,000
IB (EIT) * _
1A (EIT) * —
As many EIT 6 s in Grade 1A and IB to provide adequate engineering
personnel in future yearso
*#
The starting salary is that for Grade 1A, or in other words the
first salary of the new engineering graduate o For example a new
graduate who has the potential of being the best engineer in the
organization (100 percentile) would be paid $7,200 as initial
salary while a new graduate of potential average ability (50
percentile) would start at a salary of $6 e000<,
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TABLE X¥




























8 4 3 99 21,600 27,400 29,500
7 4 3 95 19,400 25,000 29,000
6 4 3 85 16,800 22,400 28,000
5 4 3 75 23,200 318,200 25*000
4 4 2 50 9,800 14,200 20,000
3 3 2 25 7,600 12,400 16,000
2 3 1 10 6,600 11,000 12^000
IB 2 2 — 6,000 10,400 —
2A 2 2 - 5,400 8,600
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quality percentile=wisQ as the position they fill* Engineers with an
ability within the 10th percentile of all engineers in the organization
eould fill positions classified as Grade 2° They would not advance above
Grade 2 and would stay in that grade for their full period of employment*
Of course , better men would also be filling Grade 2 positions during their
climb upward. All other grades would be similarly staffed>
For Grade 1A the minimum starting salary is equivalent to that
starting salary to be paid to the 10th percentile engineers* In this
example, it is #5,&00o The maximum salary for Grade 1A is that, as
shown by the graph to be paid to the 99th percentile (the best one) engineer
in training after two years with the organization. In the example it is
jft.oOO* The starting salary for Grade IB is equivalent to that to be paid
to the 10th percentile man after 2 years or $6,000 and the maximum is the
amount to be paid to the 99th percentile man after 2 years in Grade IB or
#10,400*
The fad— and maximum salary for each grade thereafter are de=
termined by finding on the percentile curves a series of three points
(A. B and C)
Point Ao The intersection of the lowest percentile curve that
can furnish engineers to that grade and the vertical line
corresponding to the cumulative practical time in grade prior
to promotion to that grade*
Point B. The intersection of the highest percentile curve that
will furnish engineers to that grade who will not be promoted
to a higher grade and the vertical line corresponding t@ the
cumulative practical time in grade prior to promotion to
that grade*
Point Co The intersection of the highest percentile curve drawn
(99th percentile one in the example) and the vertical line
corresponding to the cumulative minimum time in grade prior
to promotion to that gradeo
The three points are then connected by straight lines, A to B and
B to Co The same procedure is followed to determine a lower line for
each gradeo The area between two successive sets of lines represents
the conditions for a grade and the minimum and maximum salary for each
grade can then be read from the charto
The maximum salary including longevity for each grade is the
madam salary used to develop the corresponding percentile curveo The
areas of each salary range for the various grades for the example are
shown in Figure 3, Selection of Salary Raugea <. Data for ASCE Grade 9
was obtained, since it was the last grade,,from the cumulative minimum
in grade time to Grade 9 using the 99th percentile curve and the de-
termined $30,000 ad—o Data for Grade 2 assumes that all men staying
in this grade for life are exactly of the 10th percentile type and hence
points A and B for this grade are the same pointo No longevity is shown
for Grades 1A and IB as these are engineers in training positions and
it is assumed that all trainees would become registered and be promoted
to a higher gradeo In the event some man did not, he might be transferred
to another salary schedule for technicians for other employees..
From Figure 3 one can obtain the proper salary and grade of any
employee if years from graduation and percentile rank in terms of
competency of the employee are knowno For example a registered engineer
with 15 years experience since graduation and with a 75th percentile rating
should be in Grade 5 and earning about $16,500 per year° Figure 3 ale©

shows that this engineer when 18 years removed from graduation should
be earning about $L8,200o The unshaded area, delineated by vertical
lines a8 far as 40 years from graduation and the appropriate eurves,
represents salary or allowance for longevity
«
SUMMARY OF TECHNIQUES FOR RETENTION OF PERSDNNEL
The techniques of recruitment and retention of engineering manpower
presented in this report are not to be considered complete nor should
they be expected to eliminate all inefficiency caused by the turnover of
manpowero Among the various reasons for turnover found by several in-
vestigators are the following
s
lo Inadequate salary scheduleso
2o Failure to provide reasonably good tenure
.
3o Work does not challenge the englneero
4o Failure to provide adequate opportunity for professional development..
So Inadequate recognition of service performedo
6o Inadequate fringe benefits - insurance, retirement, medical plans,
hospitalization, vacation, sick leaveo
7<> Personality differences - management vs« the engineero
8o Just plain polities*
Among the means suggested for combating turnover are the following
8
lo Give policies for recruitment and retention appropriate statureo
An aggressive, realistic and imaginative recruitment program is
essential to present to engineering students and other qualified
personnel an accurate story of the challenge and opportunity
to be found in Civil Engineering assignments
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2<> Place engineers in assignments whioh will best utilize their
abilities and interestso The work must be challenging to the
engineero
3« Make promotion on basis of merit, ability, and ingenuity
c
4* Provide adequate incentives and opportunities for advancement.
5« Provide a wide variety of assignmentso
60 Develop policy of upgrading from within Industry or agency
o
7<> Develop adequate in-service training programso
8. Encourage employees to continue their education and give re=
cognition on this basiso
9<> Promote and facilitate interest and activity in professional
organ!zationso
10o Provide for stability of employment and an effective salary
seheduleo Establish as many fringe benefits as economically
feasibleo Sick leave and vacation should be aceumulativeo
Health and life insurance benefits for state agencies should be
comparable with those of industry and the federal governments
Unemployment compensation and Social Security coverage should
supplement and/or replace programs now in effect » The salaries
must be commensurate with the responsibilities of the engineer
and based upon professional competency, experience, and changing
economic conditions?
llo Protect the engineer against arbitrary and unwarranted dismissalo
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Appendix A
Professor E. B„Pe«sk r « suggested differential equation for annual
rate of salary' increase is:
£ s kS (A-S)
dt
where
S is the annual salary in dollars
t is the experience or years since degree
k is a constant
A is the potential salary




- i log f^S - kt / Cx
A S
For a given percentile curve,
at t= 0, So s




The equation then becomes
or
i [log A-S







S ( 1/ ih£ e~"kt ) s A
~ 3
A-2
Solving for S we got
S s <D
1 / *=• -Akt
8 9
If S approaches vdthin A dollars of A in tine t 40 years,
A - 6 m A
1/Sg. e-Ak40
Solving for k, one obtains
k s
_1_ loge [(¥)M]
If we choose to let S approach vdthin 3 percent of A in 40 years, the term
h=& - i=i22A 32.3
A .03A
and
ksJL loge 32.3 4=2
40A s
Thus we see that k is determined by the end conditions of the given
percentile salary curve.
Appendix B
The following is a calculation of the values used in constructing curvee





10 0o919 o3990 .4877
20 1.838 J.590 .1943
30 2.757 ,0635 .0776






































Where A « 16,000 s = 5700
A~s ^ 16.0 - 5.7 - 10.3 -1.808
s 5.7 5.7
Ak - J^ logQ (32.3 X 1.808) - J^ (3.475/0.590) - _1_ x 4.065 a 0.1016
40 -40 40
5; 16000
I/I08O8 X e -0.10l6t
B=2
50th Percentile




lo iouao5 0.3394 0.7930 11150
20 2ol6l0 0.1152 0.2690 15750
30 3.2415 0.0391 0.0913 18300
40 4.3220 0.0133 0.0310 19400
JH1-
75th Percentile




10 1.13 0.3230 0.920 13020
20 2.26 0.1045 0.297 19300
30 3.39 0.0338 0.096 22820
40 4.52 0.0109 0.031 24250






5 « }£ * 2.333
1 loe 32,3 / Ion (£*) - 13.475 / 0.847J = i x 4.322 s 0<° " L -J 40 u 10605
s _ 20,000
** 75th Percentile
Vfoere - 25000; 6500
jsS . i loge (32.3 x 2.845) s (3-475 ^ 1.045) six 4.520 - 0.1130
8 40 .40
s - 25909
l/:.845 x e- '11^
85th Percentile
B-3
0.1153t o-0,H53t 3.12 x e-0.1153t
1 3.120 6800
10 1.153 0.3155 0.984 14100
20 2.306 0.0997 0.3110 21500
30 3.459 0.0315 0,0983 25500
40 4.61? 0.0100 0.031 27160
Where Ag 28000a ° 6800













10 1.1045 0.3314 0.8520 16200
20 2.2090 0.1098 0.2825 23400
30 3.3135 0.0364 0.0936 27450
40 4.4180 0.0121 0.0311 29100











* Applicable to Figure 2 only
B-5
95th Percentile




10 1.155 0.3150 0.990 14570
20 2.310 0.0993 0o312 22100
30 3.465 0.0312 0.0983 26400








10 1.157 0.315 0.998 15010
20 2.314 0.0990 0.3134 22o00
30 3.471 0.0311 0.0986 27300





i=» = 22=1 Z 22 - 3oU3
8 7 7






'•."here ;> s 30,000, »s 7200




Ak . ,1 log- (32.3 x 3.17) - 1 (3.475 / 1.155) six 4.630 - Ooll 57
'40 a 40 40
v.".yf
e 30000S
- 1/ £l7 xe- -iiWt


